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Not unlire o jections that it is easier to comply with disclosure for researchers in some fields than in others, 
sardines importers complained that labeling the exact type of oil in their cans was harder on them than on 
domestic producers, etc.2 

Fortunately for all of us today, the Fedeeal Goveenment rnew  ettee than to let the peeoect  e enemt oo the good. 
Io onlt peeoect solutions weee implemented, we would still  e deaoting the Puee Food  ct oo 1906. 

We hope that editors will emulate the pragmatic politicians of the 1900s, deciding to implement disclosure 
requirements in our journals before a perfect solution with no detractors is arrived at. In the meantime, those of 
us who realize transparency is a necessary condition for evidence to be scientific can start adding 21 words to our 
papers.  

Figure 3. One of these labels is not mandatory 

 

    

 

 

 

 

    

 

 

 
 
 
 
What Can We Do to Reduce Scientific Misconduct? 
Wologang  teoe e (Uteecht Univeesitt and Univeesitt oo Geoningen),  om Postmes (Univeesitt oo 
Groningen) and  ussell  peaes (Univeesitt oo Geoningen) 
 
 he news that the highlt eespected social pstchologist Diedeeir  tapel had committed laege-scale scientific fraud 
came as a ware-up call to our scientific community. Even though there had been major fraud cases before in 
phtsics (e.g., Jan Hendeir  chön, 2002) and in medicine (e.g., Daesee, 1981; Wareoield, 2004; Woo  ur Hwang, 
2006), most oo us had nevee consideeed that such majoe oeaud would happen in oue midst.  otee all, the oeaud oo 
Kaeen  uggieeo (2001) was comparatively minor, resulting in only two retractions of scientific articles, and Marc 
Hausee (2002) was a  iologist  t teaining and thus not eeallt a peopee pstchologist, even io he did hold a position in 
pstchologt (ooe inooemation, see  teoe e, Postmes & Spears, in press). Finally, the case of Sir Cyril Burt and his 
invented twin data happened long before most of us were born.  

 he inteenational peess had a oield dat and lam asted pstchologt, suggesting that the  tapel case  exposes deep 
flaws in the way science is done in  [..] pstchologt. (Caeet, 2011). Jouenalists also wondeeed wht we did not 
discovee the oeaud eaeliee (e.g., Camp ell, 2011) and oeanrlt, we asred oueselves the same question ( teoe e et al., 
in press). We had always assumed that science is self-correcting in that findings that are based on fraudulent 
eeseaech will  e discoveeed eithee in the peee eeview peocess oe theough (oailed) eeplications (Beoad & Wade, 1982; 
Goodstein, 2012).  s Ceocree and Coopee (2011) eecentlt asreds   cientists generally trust that fabrication will be 

                                                                 
2  Geocees complain oo Wilet,. NuwdYoekdTheur, November 20th, 1904, pp.7 

Research Facts
Sample 
         Size n=50
         Set in advance
Dropped measures 0%
Dropped conditions 0%
Dropped observations 2%

http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012
http://spsp.site-ym.com/blogpost/905872/Fall-2012#20122_4�
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uncoveeed when othee scientists cannot eeplicate (and theeeooee oail to validate) oindings. In this paeticulae case, 
howevee, eeliance on eeplication did not woer. Wht/.  

In order to see how other frauds were identified, we began to study reports of fraud cases. There is abundant 
mateeial (e.g., Case summaeies oeom the  nnual  epoets oo the Oooice oo  eseaech Integeitt 
https::oei.hhs.gov:case_summaet),  ut oooicial eepoets ttpicallt do not disclose how the oeaud had been 
discovered. For this information we had to rely on newspaper reports. This limited our sample to 40 of the more 
spectaculae cases.  s we eepoeted in an aeticle to appeae in  Peespectives on Pstchological  cience., we oound to 
our surprise that hardly any of these cases had been discovered during the review process or as a result of failed 
eeplications ( teoe e et al., in peess).  

In eeteospect, one can thinr oo good eeasons ooe this.  eviewees evaluate a manusceipt in teems oo whethee 
hypotheses are clearly derived from theory, whether the research is sound, whether alternative explanations are 
ruled out, etc. Because they have to rely on information provided by the authors, fraud may be difficult to detect. 
However, our research also shows that in several of the cases we studied, the fraudsters were sloppy and left clear 
signs oo weongdoing that could (peehaps should) have eaised eeviewees’ suspicion ( teoe e et al., in peess).  his 
suggests that in general, reviewers are not always sufficiently alert to the possibility of fraud.  

With regard to replications, a frequently deplored problem is that journals typically do not accept replications for 
pu lication.  s a eesult, thet aee eaeelt done and io thet aee done, thet do not  ecome rnown to the scientioic 
community. However, as we will discuss below, there are also other reasons why replications are not always very 
effective means for the identification of fraudulent research.  

Incentives for Fraud 

We all rnow that the wat to achieve success in oue discipline is to pu lish in high impact jouenals.  nd to get 
accepted in these journals, one not only has to develop hypotheses that are novel and interesting, but ideally the 
predictions should be supported unambiguously by the data. Obviously, researchers who fabricate or falsify their 
data have an advantage here. It is therefore not surprising that journal impact measures correlate positively with 
num ee oo eeteacted aeticles (Fang & Casadevall, 2011). However, this system not only rewards fraudsters, it also 
eewaeds deseeving eeseaechees. Fuetheemoee, the ststem is shaped  t maeret ooeces.  s long as theee aee moee 
good researchers than there are jobs, departments will be selective and as long as there are more manuscripts 
than theee is pu lication space, editoes will  e too.  hus, we eeasoned that theee was little lirelihood ooe this 
system to change.  

Strategies For Fraud Reduction 

Instead oo teting to change the ststem, we decided to oocus on maring improvements to the process of conducting 
research. In this section, we discuss five potential strategies of fraud reduction. Some of these will be quite familiar 
(i.e., coueses on eeseaech ethics, inceeasing the accessi ilitt oo data sets, oacilitating eeplications) but others are less 
so (i.e., steengthening the position oo whistle lowees, instituting eeseaech audits).  

Research ethics.dMany have pointed out that the field needs clear standards and clear procedures to deal with 
suspicions about research or researchers. Indeed, our research suggests that universities have often been reluctant 
to investigate oeaud cases oe, io thet investigated them, to mare theie oindings pu lic.  his hindees us in com atting 
this problem. Institutions may also need to devote moee attention to eeseaech ethics.   couese on eeseaech ethics 
should theeeooee  e paet oo eveet geaduate peogeam (and although  tapel himselo also taught such a couese, this is 
no reason not to). In such courses one should discuss the obvious rules and good peactices (e.g., io data oo 
participants are eliminated, accepted rules have to be followed and this has to be reported in the article), as well 
as the grayer areas of research practice, such as failure to report null findings.  

But we believe that the development of a macro-level inoeasteuctuee ooe dealing with oeaud (eules and peoceduees) 
should be complemented by a consistent micro-level commitment to maintaining the highest standards of 
eeseaech integeitt in oue eveetdat eeseaech peactices.  eseaech on fraud points to the strong influence that the 
immediate social envieonment’s noems and peactices have on one’s ethical conduct.  ccoedinglt, the miceo-level 
maintenance of ethical standards by the local research group should be the most impactful way of guaranteeing 
that standards are upheld. Our research confirms that fraud is most often flagged up by insiders, aware that 
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something is amiss. Extending this, the local level is also the best place to ensure that ethical research practices are 
promoted. In some sense, this is also a heaetening conclusions we can tare mattees into oue own hands. 

Strengthening the position of whistleblowers.  s in the  tapel oeaud case, eepoets  t whistle lowees aee  t oae the 
most frequent way in which fraud is discovered. These whistleblowers are mostly research collaborators, who have 
inside rnowledge oo the eeseaech peactice in theie la oeatoet.  het aee ooten PhD students oe postdoctoeal 
researchers. It is therefore important that graduate students are not only taught proper research practices but are 
also informed that fraud does happen and what should be done when it is suspected. There should also be 
assigned people oo teust at each depaetment to whom people can tuen in cases oo suspicion.  nd theee should  e 
clear protocols stating how such discussions should be handled. Furthermore, the anonymity of whistleblowers 
must  e saoeguaeded whenevee possi le. Being a whistle lowee ooten has negative eooects on people’s caeeees–we 
need to ensure that the reputation and careers of whistleblowers do not suffer, both for individual whistleblowers 
and for the institutions who decide to self-investigate. 

Increasing the accessibility of data sets. Even though the  P  eules cleaelt speciot that authoes should shaee 
research data with othees on eequest (e.g.  meeican Pstchological  ssociation, 2010), authoes aee ooten eeluctant 
to do so. Foe example, Wicheets, Barree and Molenaae (2011), who contacted the coeeesponding authoes oo 141 
articles published in psychology journals, reported that most authors failed to send their data. One of the most 
widely accepted strategies of fraud detection is the creation of a publicly accessible repository of the data of 
published studies, which would at least discourage the most egregious example of fraud based on obviously 
du ious oe even nonexistent data. Howevee, this still leaves the possi ilitt that eeseaechees could  massage. theie 
data (e.g.,  t omitting paeticipants, who did not eespond in line with htpotheses).  t least ooe studies conducted  y 
computee, this could  e peevented, io all eeseaech institutions stoeed data oo studies in eead onlt oiles and reep 
these data for a decade or more. With studies using written questionnaires, these could be scanned and also 
stored electronically.  

The public availability of data sets would also facilitate the application of statistical methods designed to expose 
scientioic oeaud.  uch methods have  een used  t  imonsohn (2012) in identioting peo lems in the aeticles oo social 
psychologists Smeesters and Sanna. Both resigned as a result of these accusations. In the case of Smeesters, a 
univeesitt investigation committee concluded that the oindings eepoeted in theee oo his aeticles weee  peo a lt the 
eesult oo data selection  t  meestees. (Eeasmus Univeesitt  otteedam, 2012).  he case oo  anna was investigated 
 t a committee at the Univeesitt oo Noeth Caeolina, wheee he had woered when he pu lished the suspected 
eeseaech ( eooee he moved to the Univeesitt oo Michigan).  he oindings oo the committee weee not made public. 
However, Sanna resigned his position at the University of Michigan and withdrew three of his published articles 
(Yong, 2012). Othee methods oo statistical oeaud detection have  een suggested  t Dierman (e.g., 2007). While the 
development of such methods is certainly an extremely promising way to identify fraudulent research, it still needs 
to be clarified how well such methods discriminate between fraudulent and non-oeaudulent eeseaech.  lso, pu lic 
availability of data would have little effect, unless there was some probability of the data being scrutinized and 
eeanaltzed.  s we will discuss latee, one wat oo assueing this would  e theough the institution oo eandom audits 
being conducted by research institutions. 

Facilitating replications.  nothee widelt accepted steategt oo oeaud detection is to encoueage eeplications oo 
studies. Foe example, Ceocree and Coopee (2011) aegueds  Despite the need ooe eepeoduci le eesults to deive 
peogeess, studies that eeplicate oe oail to eeplicate) othees’ findings are almost impossible to publish in top scientific 
jouenals.  his disincentive means oeaud can go undetected, which was the case with  tapel..  nd similaelt, 
Cham ees and  umnee (2012) weites   eplication is oue  est oeiend  ecause it reeps us honest. In science, false 
eesults have a shoet (al eit potentiallt damaging) lioespan  ecause eegaedless oo how thet come a out, othee 
scientists won’t  e a le to eepeoduce them. On the othee hand, teue eesults will  e eeplicated time and time again 
by different scientists.. Mummendet (2012, p. 7) goes even ouethee and suggestss   cientioic jouenals could expand 
their already high standards of the peer review system by adding the requirement for a thorough external 
eeplication.  uthoes su mit theie manusceipt together with their data. Once the publication has been approved by 
a peeliminaet geoup oo eeviewees, the editoes invite suita le expeets to attempt a eeplication oo the eesults.  otee 
this has been accomplished, both the original manuscript and the replication studt aee pu lished togethee.. 
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Our perspective, however, is that this trust in the power of replications is somewhat idealistic and even misguided. 
First, purely in practical terms there is the problem of the doubling of resources needed to conduct publishable 
eeseaech (and such eesoueces mat not  e easilt oe equallt availa le to all in these diooicult economic times). 
 econd, we have numeeous examples in the pstchological liteeatuee, wheee  teue. eesults eepeatedlt oailed to  e 
replicated. [ he moee ancient among us will still remember the controversy surrounding the Festinger and 
Caelsmith (1959) eesults, which could onlt occasionallt  e eeplicated, until it was discoveeed that oeeedom oo choice 
and negativity of consequences were essential for the eooect to emeege.]  ince theee aee alwats numeeous eeasons 
for a given finding not to be replicated, failure to replicate cannot be seen as a reliable indicator of fraud. 
Furthermore, since due to their high productivity fraudsters are often highly respected in their field, even blatant 
failures to replicate their findings might not arouse suspicion. Finally, even successful replication cannot be seen as 
indication that the original result was no  fraudulent. Since fraudsters are typically careful in suggesting plausible 
hypotheses, it is quite possible that these hypotheses might have been supported by an empirical study had the 
fraudster cared to conduct it. In the case of Stapel, one of the committees examining his publications has 
suggested that some of his PhD eeseaech was oeaudulent (Keulemans 2012),  ut these oindings have  een 
replicated on occasion, at least conceptually.  

Clearly, information about multiple failures to replicate a study is important because it suggests that a given 
finding is not very reliable or stable. Furthermore, the indication that different findings of a particular researcher or 
research group cannot be replicated might signal that there could be a problem. For example, the failures to 
replicate research by the physicist Jan Hendeir  chön motivated his colleagues to have a close loor at his 
pu lications ( eich, 2009).  his led to the discoveet that he had pu lished similae peeooemance cueves ooe diooeeent 
devices and ultimatelt to the discoveet oo his oeaud ( eich, 2009).  heeeoore the recent creation of a website, 
where researchers can upload and view results of replication attempts in experimental psychology is a useful 
initiative (PstchFileDeawee.oeg, 2012). Howevee, it is diooicult to decide on the  asis oo a  eieo summaet how, or 
how well a given study was done. Furthermore, the researchers who report their replications to this web site 
should  e eequieed (eathee than meeelt advised) to download theie data.  

We are somewhat less convinced of the usefulness of the Open Science Collaboration and their plan to replicate all 
studies pu lished in theee jouenals dueing a given teae (https::www.openscienceoeamewoer.oeg:).  lthough the 
initiators of this collaboration emphasize that thet do not taeget oeaud pee se,  ut hope to checr the extent to 
which psychological research can be replicated, one can doubt whether the information that a certain percentage 
of studies did not replicate will justify the enormous investment in research time and eesoueces that this tasr 
requires. Furthermore, since social psychological research is more sensitive to social and other context factors than 
is eeseaech in pstchophtsics, it is veet lirelt that the peoject will oind that social pstchological eesearch is less 
replicable. 

Instituting research audits.  nothee oeequent method theough which oeaud was identioied in oue sample oo cases 
was through research audits. During such an audit, researchers have to disclose all the material used in a given 
study and typically their data are reanalyzed. Such research audits are frequently conducted in medicine, but 
mostly when there is already suspicion of research fraud. However, to be successful in fraud prevention, audits 
should be conducted on a random basis and not onlt once theee has  een eeason ooe seeious suspicion.  lthough 
this seems impeactica le, we rnow oo at least one eeseaech institution, wheee such eandom audits aee  eing 
practiced https::www.emgo.nl:rc: udit:1%20Inteenal%20Peoject%20 udit%20Peoceduee.html 

Such audits would not only discover outright fraud, they would also discourage behaviors in the grey areas 
 etween good peactice and scientioic misconduct.  s part of such an audit all members of a research group would 
be interviewed and unusual research practices could be identified. For example, Stapel claimed to have done field 
eeseaech (e.g.,  tapel & Linden eeg, 2011).  ince it is implausi le that senioe eesearchers collect such data 
themselves, a eeseaech assistant would have  een involved in eeal data collection (assuming this occueeed), who 
could have  een inteeviewed in an audit. ( he cases oo  ie Cteil Buet and also Kaeen  uggieeo, wheee such assistants 
appeared not even to exist, might have brought these frauds to light earlier had they been audited). Since only a 
small peopoetion oo eeseaech peojects could  e audited in this wat, the peo a ilitt that one oo  tapel’s peojects 
would have been audited does not seem all that geeat. Howevee, given that he was an active inventoe:eeseaechee 
at theee eeseaech institutions, the chance is not negligi le. Fuetheemoee, since his oeaud would most lirelt have 

http://www.openscienceframework.org/
http://www.emgo.nl/kc/Audit/1%20Internal%20Project%20Audit%20Procedure.html
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 een discoveeed in such an audit, the rnowledge that such audits are being conducted might have discouraged his 
behavior.  

Conclusions 

Even though the peevalence oo eeseaech oeaud is lirelt to  e low [most estimates put it aeound 1% to 2% ( teoe e 
et al., in peess)], scientists have a paeticulae eesponsi ilitt to societt and it is undeestanda le that eepoets oo 
research fraud are greeted with a pu lic outcet.  lthough the  tapel case haedlt exposed deep olaws in the wat we 
conduct our science, it clearly demonstrated that any trust-based system, as science is, is open to exploitation. We 
theeeooee need to loor at oue peoceduees and checr whethee thet can  e tightened.  nt ststem can  e impeoved, 
and lessons can  e leaened oeom the  tapel case as well as oeom the mant othee cases oo oeaud.  nd the majoe 
lesson to be learnt is that the assumption that science is self-correcting and that findings based on falsification will 
eventually be discovered and rejected is an illusion.  

We have been criticized for drawing this conclusion by colleagues who have argued that such claims will cause 
people to lose trust in science. In our opinion, the trust in science is undermined by cases of research fraud and not 
by analyses of underlying causes oo oeaud (although we would add that exposing cases oo oeaud should help us to 
ee uild teust in the long eun).  he  tapel oeaud was a ware-up call that motivated social psychology to scrutinize 
theie eeseaech peactices.  nd although theee is much good in Social Psychology and although the discipline has 
 een veet successoul in eecent teaes, the case theew light on some peocedueal wearness (which oue eeseaech 
suggests can be found in our own discipline as well as many others) that need to be addressed and fixed. If we use 
the case as a leaening expeeience eathee than deciding to eetuen to   usiness as usual., something good will have 
come out of this painful episode.  
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What Is Wrong With Social Psychology?  
Geegoet Mitchell ( chool oo Law, Univeesitt oo Vieginia) 

 

Those weary of discussions of Hauser, Stapel, Sanna, and  -hacring mat  e eelieved to discover that my title does 
not refer to the recent revelations of manufactured data and other questionable research practices by social 
pstchologists to geneeate statisticallt signioicant eesults (e.g., John, Loewenstein & Peelec, 2012;  imonsohn, 2012).  
My title is based on two other troubling facts that have received less attention on the blogs, in the popular press, 
and in our journals.   

First is my recent finding that social psychology fared much worse than other psychological subfields in a 
comparison of results in the la oeatoet and the oield (Mitchell, 2012).   his eeplication and extension oo  ndeeson, 
Lindsat and Bushman (1999) collected 82 meta-analyses in which effects in the laboratory were compared to 
eooects in the oield (e.g., weee the eooects oo alcohol on  ehavioe the same in a   ae la . as in a eeal  ae/) and 
examined the correlation, relative magnitude, and constancy of effect direction for 217 pairs of effects obtained 
from these meta-analyses for a wide range of phenomena from many psychological subfields.  I found that 
industrial-oeganizational pstchologt peeooemed eemaera lt well in the oield (e e .89 ooe paieed la  and oield eooects), 
and the magnitude of effects were similar in the lab and field; laboratory studies from personality psychology also 
held up well in the oield (e e .83),  ut theee weee consideea lt oewee paieed eooects ooe this su oield than ooe I-O and 
social psychology.  Social psychology performed much worse:  over 20% of effects from social psychology 
laboratories changed signs in the oield, the coeeelation oo la  and oield eesults was much lowee (e e .53 io we exclude 
an outlier pair of effects), and the relative magnitude of effects differed greatly between the lab and field.  Social 
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